The purpose of this study is to introduce a method based on facial recognition to identify students' understanding of the entire distance learning process. This study proposes a learning emotion recognition model, which consists of three stages: Feature extraction, subset feature and emotion classifier. A Haar Cascades method is used to detect the input image, a face, as the basis for the extraction of eyes and mouth, and then through the Sobel edge detection to obtain the characteristic value. Through Neural Network classifier training, six kinds of different emotional categories are obtained. Experiments using JAFF database show that the proposed method has high classification performance. Experimental results show that the model proposed in this paper is consistent with the expressions from the learning situation of students in virtual learning environments. This paper demonstrates that emotion recognition based on facial expressions is feasible in distance education, permitting identification of a student's learning status in real time. Therefore, it can help teachers to change teaching strategies in virtual learning environments according to the student's emotions.
Introduction
In the field of education, existing virtual learning environments successfully simulate interaction at a cognitive level during traditional teaching processes [1] . In the process of human-computer interaction, teachers naturally expect a facial recognition system to have the ability to detect, analyze and process emotions in order to get good teaching effect, such as perception, understanding and expressing emotions [2] If in virtual learning environments, students show different expressions in videos, teachers can identify whether the students understand their teaching content according to students' different expressions, and can adjust their teaching programs.
In virtual environments, students' emotional data can be obtained from a series of video frames. Therefore, to achieve real time understanding of students' emotions, accuracy and time needs to be balanced. To improve accuracy, more video frames are required, increasing computation time. On the other hand, in pursuit of efficiency, we would reduce the accuracy which means collection less feature data. Experimental results from current solutions show that in some cases accuracy is higher, but time spent is also high, such as Salman et al [3] who used Decision Trees to identify Facial Expressions. Other solutions have different limitations; for example, Chu et al [4] provided low-cost facial expressions on a mobile platform by just extracting lip features, spending less time but achieving less accuracy.
To find the best solution for emotion recognition in learning virtual environment, both accuracy and efficiency needs to be achieved. Optimization of recognition of emotional changes in the facial features of online learners, will allow teachers to adjust teaching strategies and methods, give real-time feedback to students, and achieve the best teaching quality.
The goal is to find the best solution for emotion recognition based on facial recognition in virtual learning environments, in real time. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to improve the accuracy and efficiency of facial recognition systems.
Literature Review
The goal of emotion recognition is to gather data and analyse feelings of subjects, to make appropriate responses possible. Such data may be obtained from different physical features such as face voice, body movements, and other biological physical signals. However, learners' emotions are expressed first through facial expressions which can be divided into six kinds of categories: sadness, happiness, surprise, fear, anger and disgust. Fig 1 lists the emotion recognition process.
The facial recognition process consists of three main stages: acquisition, feature extraction, and emotion classification. This paper is organised along the three stages.
Facial acquisition
Facial localization is the process of determining whether a face is included in an image, and its location and size [5] . Due to the use of different features, the facial localization has a variety of methods.
The face edge can be used to complete the facial localization [6] . In addition, facial texture information is often used for facial localization; Dai et al [7] proved facial localization using facial grey scale. Skin colour has special properties; it is in a relatively independent position in the colour space, so skin colour information is often used to carry out facial localization [8] .
2.1
Facial feature extraction Facial feature extraction methods are mainly dependent on the classification method and the application environment. Different classification methods need different characteristics, and the different methods can be applied to different environments. Thus, Durmusoglu [9] used the 19 possible 153 key landmarks and distance between the candidates. 
2.2
Emotion expression classification The main differences of classifier selection and design are whether time information is used. The classification method without using temporal information can be called spatial domain method. Artificial neural network is a typical spatial method. The whole image is used as input of neural network or by image processing, such as image Gabor filtering, or through the feature representation of image processing, such as PCA and ICA [10] . Due to the use of feature vector space method, the general classification method can be used as a spatial method. Gosavi et al [11] used principal component analysis for facial expression recognition. Kiran et al [12] and Quraishi et al [13] used support vector machine (SVM) as the classifier.
2.3
Current emotion detection system Quraishi et al. [14] provided emotion detection that indicates the need for a desired direction of the facial image. Table 1 shows the details information of current emotion detection system. The whole flow chart is shown in Fig. 1 . Eyes have been used to extract the origin of facial emotional characteristics. A method of filtering and edge detection for feature extraction has been proposed. Then, the processed image has been used to identify some optimal parameters by genetic algorithm (GA). A new fitness function for extracting eye parameters by GA has been proposed. Because the emotion detection algorithm can be used as an expert system for continuous processing of the available data, the proposed method of emotion estimation is considered to be suitable for the personalized face. From the obtained training data set, the back-propagation neural network is used to identify the emotion of the person.
Proposed Work
The best solution offered a solution for the identification of emotion using facial features. However, at the preprocessing stage, the solution is only to crop the eye region and grab the characteristic value, which causes the results of emotion recognition to be lower. Therefore, to improve accuracy, this process needs to be transformed.. Fig.2 shows the whole proposal solution procedure. In order to improve the accuracy, mouth features are added using Haar Cascades.
We use the Haar Cascades method to identify whether a face exists in the images, and if the face does not exist, then return to the start and input the image frames. If the face exists, eyes and mouth need to be located and eye and mouth regions need to be cropped. Filter and edge detection is carried out using Sobel edge detection method, followed by feature extraction. We train the feature extraction using the neural network method. We have used a database of 20 images of 6 emotion classes for training of the neural network. In the first phase the inputs are propagated through the layers of processing elements, generating an output pattern in response to the input pattern presented. In the second phase, the errors calculated in the output layer are then back propagated to the hidden layers where the synaptic weights are updated to reduce the error. This learning process is repeated until the output error value, for all patterns in the training set, is below a specified value.
A neural network based on the optimal range of human eyes is proposed. The optimized values of the previously obtained data are used as inputs to the network. The network is a 1 input neuron structure model, the 1 hidden layer has 20 neurons and 7 output neurons. The input is the output of the estimate is mutually exclusive of the binary bits representing an emotion. 
3.1
Eyes and mouth detection using Haar Cascades Sablik, Velten, and Kummert [15] use object cascade classifier Haar feature detection based on Paul Viola and Michael Jonesin their paper "Rapid Object Detection using a Boosted Cascade of Simple Features" in the effective object detection method. It is a machine learning method, which is based on a large number of positive and negative image training cascade functions. Then it is used to detect objects in other images. For the proposal solution, firstly we train input images, get the face features and store these in face.xml; secondly, we detect eyes and mouth based on facial features. The details below show the algorithm for eyes and mouth detection. Step 6: End of the algorithm
3.2
Filter & edge detection Mean and median filters have been applied to make the image smoother by removing unwanted noise that has already been provided. It returns the edge at the point where the gradient of the input images is at the maximum. The details below show the algorithm 2 of eyes and mouth edge.
Results and Discussion
This section tests the implementation of the proposed emotion recognition system based on facial recognition. This proposed solution uses a python 2.8 platform with OpenCV 2.0 lib. Due to OpenCV 2.0 with many functions, it is easy to deal with image transactions. The application imports the OpenCV library to solve the computer vision process. OpenCV library method is mainly used to detect the object's joint data and tracking objects.
For testing the images, this paper adopts JAFFE database. The database contains 213 images (each image: 256 * 256 pixel) of Japanese women's faces, with each image defined in the original expression. There are 10 people in the expression library. The JAFFE database shows frontal faces, and the original image to re adjust the trim, making the eyes in the database image in roughly the same location; facial dimensions are basically the same. Because this expression database is completely open, and the expression calibration is standardised, most of the articles used to study expression recognition are used to train and test. Table 2 shows that the results from the proposed solution and the current solution, identifying differences in accuracy and efficiency. This test uses three groups of data, with each group of data used in six expressions (happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, disgust, fear), the last group of data shows only happy and sad expressions. There is a total of 20 images; accuracy was expressed as percentage; efficiency is expressed in seconds. Detailed information is shown in Table 4 .
From table 2, we get the average accuracy for six kinds of emotions, and details are shown in table 3. Table 3 demonstrates that the recognition rate of happiness was significantly higher than the others, followed by the emotion of surprise, while the lowest is sadness. The characteristic value of happiness is obvious and the characteristic value of other facial expressions is prominent, but the characteristic value of sadness is not particularly prominent, which often contains other facial expression characteristic values, leading to a low recognition rate.
From table 2, we get the average processing time (sec) of each emotion, and details are shown in table 4. Overall, whether the best solution or the proposed solution, the processing time spent is relatively long; this is a certain distance from the commercial use. In terms of the average processing time, the proposed solution is more efficient than the best solution. The longest time is needed for surprise recognition, followed by fear recognition, while the shortest is happiness recognition, and anger and disgust recognition are basically the same time.
Overall, because the mouth was added as an identification elements using Harr-like method, accuracy has improved. From the results, it proves that the proposed solution is better than the current solution. 
Conclusion
This paper provided a proposed model to solve the problems of emotion recognition based on facial recognition in virtual learning environments, and the efficiency and accuracy are considered at the same time. Using HAAR Cascades to detect eyes and mouth and identify all kinds of emotion through the neural network method, the combination of efficiency and accuracy is achieved. It can be applied to real distance education. The application of emotion recognition in virtual learning environments is a much-researched topic. In addition to the change of uncertainty factors makes teachers and students face pattern is more complex, so the emotion recognition in the online learning network application mode is a very challenging topic. Accordingly, it is proposed that the subject requires further research from the following aspects: 1) Due to the fact that this research does not involve the illumination and pose of the image, it is uncertain how much these factors influence facial expressions and thus the final emotion recognition. All of these issues need to be explored in future research and validated by experiments.
2) To make the theory and technology of emotion recognition fully meet the practical requirement, there are suggesting that the comprehensive application of image processing, pattern recognition, computer vision and neural networks, psychology, cognitive science, and integrates with other biometric authentication methods and methods of human-computer interaction perception based on the in-depth and meticulous research work.
